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Name

Style Sizes

Colours

32-38 (10-16) AA Cup (Beige
Only)
32-40 (10-18) A-C Cup
34-38 (10-16) D-DD Cup

Beige, White, Black

Barbara Strapless

32-40 (10-18) A,B,C Cup
32-38 (10-16) D Cup

Nude

Bella

30-42 (10-20) A Cup
30-44 (10-22) B Cup
30-46 (10-24) C Cup
34-46 (12-24) D Cup
36-46 (14-24) DD Cup

Annabelle

Compression Belt

2126

2114

776

S – XL

breastcare.essentials@gmail.com
www.breastcareessentials.co.nz
www.facebook.com/breastcareessentails

Description
The Amoena Mastectomy Bra 2126 has a flattering soft cup with stretch lace top cup
and embossed Simplex bottom cup. The lightweight powernet back provides support.
For your comfort, the pockets are made of CoolMax fabric. All Amoena's pocketed
bras will accommodate silicone breast prostheses or soft foam breast forms.
The perfect addition to your lingerie drawer, this versatile wire bra in an amazingly
smooth bonded fabric offers multiple strap options that work great for those tricky
fashion styles. The bra is almost invisible under clothing, giving you a flawless look.
Moulded cups for a seamless silhouette. Versatile adjustable strap options:
strapless, straight, crisscross or halter neck; packaged with clear straps for an
invisible strap option. Soft silicone helps to keep the bra in place when wearing
strapless. Bilateral tulle bra pockets hold a breast form, symmetry shaper or
enhancer securely in place.

Pearl Beige

The popular bra gives you comfort and support with soft contour cups that feature a
subtle jacquard fabric. Wire-free cups are lightly padded and lined with cotton
pockets for prosthesis breast forms. Elastic straps adjust in back with plastic
hardware.

White

Newly developed pattern ensures optimal results of the surgery by keeping operated
breast(s) in place and preventing implants from moving during the healing process.
Anatomically shaped with strong, stretchable material for optimal fit and compression
of upper breast area
Skin–friendly fabrics reduce irritation and a new softer Velcro closure allows easy

individual fitting. New attached Velcro flap in middle back to attach to a compression
bra with a soft counter piece (Velcro flap can be folded if it’s not in use)
Recommended for use with the Eva compression bra. Can be used with any bra or
bandage. 72% Polyamide, 14% Polyester, 8% Cotton, 6% Elastane.
Compression Belt
shown with Eva
Bra

Dana Cami

Dorothy

Demonstrating Compression Belt combined with Eva Compression Bra

750

32-38 (10-16) A Cup
32-42 (10-20) B,C Cup
34-40 (12-18) D,DD Cup

2123

32 (10) AA-B Cup
34 (12) AA-C Cup
36 (14) AA-C Cup
38 (16) AA-C Cup
40 (18) A-C Cup
42 (20) B-C Cup

Black, Off-White

Soft camisole bra in a micro jacquard fabric, ideal for women with high scarring or to
wear with lower necklines.
Moulded cups for a smooth silhouette. Wider, adjustable shoulder straps for added
comfort. Medium control.
Bilateral pockets - can be worn as a bilateral, left, right or non-pocketed bra.

Pearl Beige

The Amoena Dorothy Soft cup Mastectomy Bra 2123 features a striking embossed
print and tailored scoop neckline and offers great support. The wide rigid straps are
featured in sizes 38C and up, while comfortable stretch straps are used on the
smaller sizes and the generous fibrefill makes this bra well-fitting and flattering to the
shallow figure.
Double layer front with high cotton content
Low cut back with light, breathable Tactel® mesh fabric. Soft Velcro fleece band
placed in middle back for the possibility to fix the Compression belt N on the right
position. Moulded cups and flat seams throughout to reduce irritation. New soft
elastic under-bust band, that won’t roll up, with skin-friendly workmanship to reduce
irritation. Broad, adjustable bra straps with Velcro front closure. 2-row adjustable
hook and eye front closure. 35% Cotton, 28% Polyester, 24% Elastane, 13%
Polyamide.
The Amoena Francis Cotton Leisure Front Closure Mastectomy bra is a soft,
comfortable, cotton bra perfect for after breast surgery, at bedtime, lounging or any
leisure activity. This is an extremely comfortable bra, making it one of Amoena's
most popular styles. Built in pockets hold leisure foam breast forms or silicone breast
prostheses.

Eva Compression
Bra

765

34-46 (12-24) B,C,D Cup

White, Black

Frances Post
Surgical

2128

S, M, L, XL A-B Cup
S, M, L, XL C-D Cup

Nude, White

Greta

2114

34-42 A, B Cup
34-44 C, D, DD Cup
32-40 A, B, C Cup

Pearl Beige

The Amoena 2124 Greta Mastectomy Bra has front and back closure designed for
women with restricted mobility in their shoulders due to surgery, arthritis or
lymphedema. The front hooks close the bra; the back hooks adjust for the perfect fit.

Hannah Post
Surgical

2160

S, M, L, XL A-B Cup
S, M, L, XL C-D Cup

White

Post surgical bra with front closure. Ultra-soft fabric offers a snug and non-restrictive fit.
Cut and sewn cotton pockets and smooth interior side seams for comfort to sensitive skin.
Padded, stretchable fabric straps that fasten in front. Material: 89% cotton, 11% Elastane.

2118

32-38 (10-16) AA Cup
32-40 (10-18) A,B Cup
34-40 (12-18) C Cup
34-38 (12-16) D Cup

White, Black,
Candlelight

A true camisole bra that looks great under a blouse, business suit or dress. Lined
with lycra net, the lacy camisole panel is perfect for women who need more
coverage, or who like the more feminine look of lace. Smart solution for lower
necklines.

Isabel Cami

Isadora

Karla

948

427

Lara

34-50 (12-28) A Cup
32-48 (10-26) B, C, D Cup
32-44 (10-22) DD, E, F Cup

Nude, White

Elegant paisley embroidery bra. Functional design provides excellent support and
comfort for fuller figures
3 part cup for a perfect fit. Wide straps provide support and comfort.

32-42 (10–20) A,B Cup
34-42 (12–20) C,D Cup

Peach/Apricot, OffWhite/Nougat

Enchanting soft bra styling in soft lace with contrasting embroidery on the top cup.
Delicate picot straps with front bows are feminine and fun. Elastic lace hugs the body
for a great fit. Double spaghetti strap front detail with bows. Soft, lightly padded hook
and eye backing stays comfortable against the skin. Cut and sewn cups. Bilateral
tulle bra pockets holds a breast form, symmetry shaper or enhancer securely in
place. Adjustable elastic straps. Co-ordinating Karla brief available.

34-40 (12-18) AA Cup
32-40 (10-18) A-C Cup
34-40 (12-18) D Cup

Cream, Black, Nude

Every woman should own at least one good t-shirt bra. Lightly padded moulded cups
for a smooth look. Non-wired.
A new twist on our most popular wire-free bra, you’ll feel like you’re wearing a
second skin with Lara’s new comfort fabric. And instead of a wire, you’re supported
with innovative 3D fabric channelling under the bust, for great definition lift. Moulded
cups for a seamless silhouette. Adjustable, tapered cushion elastic straps. Bilateral
tulle bra pockets hold a breast form, symmetry shaper or enhancer securely in place.
Co-ordinating Seamless brief available
A must-have bra with unique breathability, Lucia is a wired T-shirt bra that looks
flawless under smooth tops and offers multiple strap options for a variety of fashion
styles. The 3-dimensional spacer fabric helps facilitate air flow. Rhinestone detailing
on the straps and centre front is both sweet and sexy. Moulded cups for a seamless
silhouette. Versatile strap options: strapless, straight, crisscross or halter neck.
Bilateral tulle bra pockets hold a breast form, symmetry shaper or enhancer securely
in place.
Looking for a flawless look in back? You found it with this back smoothing bra in an
ultra comfortable bonded fabric. The high back fabric smoothes the side and back
areas so you can feel more confident that you’re looking your best. High back fabric
and side panels provide comfortable wear and a smooth look under clothing. Wide,
soft straps offer support
Adjustable rigid straps; straps increase in width to maintain support in larger sizes.
Bilateral microfibre bra pockets holds a breast form, symmetry shaper or enhancer
securely in place.

Lara Comfort 3D

32-44 (10-22) A,B,C,D Cup

Black, Nude

Lucia Underwire

456

30-40 (10-18) AA, A, B, C, D
Cup
34-38 (12-16) DD Cup
32-40 (10-18) AA Cup

White

Magdalena

463

34-48 (12-26) B,C,D,DD,E Cup

Nude

614

34-38 (12-16) AA Cup
34-40 (12-18) A Cup
34-42 (12-20) B Cup
34-40 (12-18) C,D Cup
34-38 (12-16) DD Cup

Cognac, Black,
Champagne, White

Moulded cups are perfect to wear under light colours and sheer fabrics. Meryl micro
fibre for excellent comfort and support. Softly padded straps for added comfort.

32-42 (10-20) A Cup
34-42 (12-20) B, C, D Cup
34-40 (12-18) E Cup

Champagne, Black

Amoena´s best selling Mona bra now available in an underwire. Bilateral moulded
pockets out of micro fibre. Tapered cushion straps offer comfort and support. Hook
and eye fastener with a 2-way-adjustment.

Mona

Mona Underwire

Natalie

584

34-42 (12-20) B,C,D Cup

Candlelight, Black

Floral, functional bra with high cleavage for bigger cup sizes. Soft elastic lace at
neckline hugs for a secure fit.

Patricia
Compression

2863

32 – 52 (10-30) B,C Cup
30 – 46 (10-24) D, DD Cup

White

A light compression vest features a brushed, plush-feeling fabric that wicks moisture
away from the body and dissipates body heat
The zip-front closure allows for ease in dressing and locks firmly in place. The hook
and eye interior placket offers even more security
Velcro cushion straps have adaptable positioning for ease in dressing the patient
and/or accessing the port. Moulded pockets with a Naturexx® finish wick moisture for
extra comfort. 92% Polyamide 8% Elastane.

Performance
Sports Bra

658

32-42 (10-20) AA; A; B; C; D;
DD Cup

Black, White

Soft fabric moulded cups feature frame construction at the side and lower cup and
reinforced side panels provide ultimate support. Mesh side and front panel for
extreme breathability. Adjustable padded straps.

White

Feminine lace soft cup bra with three part cup. Tapered straps with padding at
shoulder for optimal support and comfort.
Bra construction specially designed for fuller sizes.

White

Feminine lace soft cup bra with three part cup. Tapered straps with padding at
shoulder for optimal support and comfort
Bra construction specially designed for fuller sizes.

36-48 (14-26) A Cup
34-48 (12-26) B,C,D Cup
36-46 (14-24) E cup
38-46 (16-24) F Cup
34-42 (12-20) B Cup
34-44 (12-22) C Cup
34-46 (12-24) D Cup
36-46 (14-24) DD Cup
38-46 (16-24) E Cup

Rebecca

806

Rebecca
Underwire

807

Rosalie

870

34-38 (12-16) A Cup
34-46 (12-24) B,C,D,DD,E Cup

999

32-40 (10-18) AA Cup
32-48 (10-26) A, B, C, D, DD,
E Cup

Nude, White

Sizes 10 to 26

Black, Navy, Coral
Red

Silvia

Valetta Cami-Top

70229

Nude

Supportive bra with beautiful elastic. European lace. 3 part cup for a perfect fit.
Functional straps for a comfortable fit in larger sizes.
Simple, clean tailoring for the perfect everyday bra. Microfibre cups with 3-part
construction offer support and feel smooth against the skin. Microfibre pockets are
soft and cool and hold a breast form and symmetry shaper securely in place
Padded, adjustable elastic straps are tapered and increase in width to support larger
sizes.
Our most popular camisole top was the first to feature an integrated shelf bra with
modal pockets and remains at the heart of the Leisure collection. This new fashion
colour is available for a limited time only.
Built-in pocketed shelf bra with lightly padded cups for shape and support. An elastic
bottom band ensures security. Rounded neckline is positioned for modesty, yet still
provides a fashionable look. Double spaghetti straps create a ready-to-wear look and
feature a back adjustment for the ideal fit. Ultra-soft Modal® fabric is less likely to pill
or fade, and resists shrinking better than cotton. Exclusive rhinestone detail on back
adds feminine flair. 89% Modal, 11% Elastane.

Valetta T-Shirt

2011

Sizes 10 to 18
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Call Sue today to schedule
your professional fitting

Black

Smooth and soft modal fabric make this shirt ultra comfortable to wear alone or
under clothing. Integrated pocketed shelf bra features moulded foam cups for shape
and support. An elastic bottom band ensures security. Rounded neckline is
positioned for modesty, yet still provides a fashionable look. Exclusive Amoena
rhinestone detail on the sleeve adds feminine flair. Soft modal pockets are smooth
against the skin and hold a leisure form, breast form or symmetry shaper securely in
place.

